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 This tutorial is part of the AutoCAD AutoCAD 2D documentation. It is also available as part of the AutoCAD for Web and
Mobile documents. You can purchase the entire set of AutoCAD 2D documentation for $500 and receive updates as they are
released. When you view a drawing using CAD applications, such as AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT, the scale of the drawing is

always 1:1. If you are working on a drawing where the 1:1 scale is not correct and need to adjust it, the easiest way is to change
the drawing's viewport. To do this, select the Viewport tool from the Toolbox. Do one of the following: Change the scale of the

drawing from a single view to a dual view. Change the viewing perspective from orthographic to perspective. Change the
viewing direction from the local to world coordinate space. Change the viewing direction from world coordinate space to the
local coordinate space. Changing the viewport to a 1:1 scale from a 1:1 scale You can change the scale of a drawing to a 1:1

scale by using the Viewport dialog box. The Viewport dialog box is accessed through the Viewport tool on the View toolbar, the
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Draw Viewport tool on the status bar, or the View menu. To open the Viewport dialog box, right-click the active viewport and
select Viewport. To view your active viewport, click the Show Viewport button on the Viewtoolbar or on the status bar. You can

close the Viewport dialog box by clicking OK on the Viewport dialog box. Note: The selection of the viewport is based on a
standard drawing model. To select a reference viewport, you can select the current active viewport and use the Use Viewport

From reference point option to select a standard viewport. Or you can select the entire drawing and use the Use reference point
option to use the standard viewport of the entire drawing. For information about standard viewports, see Viewing Drawing

Entities in a Drawing. To change the scale of a drawing to 1:1, use one of the following methods: Select the active viewport and
then select Scale and Skew from the Viewport dialog box. You can find the options for the Scale and Skew command in the

Viewport dialog box, as shown in the figure on the right. To 82157476af
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